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ligious consciousness asks for no more than that. Does
God really exist? How does he exist? What is he?
are so many irrelevant questions. Not God, but life,
more life, a larger, richer, more satisfying life, is, in the
last analysis, the end of religion. The love of life, at
any and every level of development, is the religious im
pulse." 1
At this purely subjective rating, therefore, Religion
must be considered vindicated in a certain way from the
attacks of her critics. It would seem that she cannot
be a mere anachronism and survival, but must exert a
permanent function, whether she be with or without
intellectual content, and whether, if she have any, it be
true or false.

We must next pass beyond the point of view of merely
subjective utility, and make inquiry into the intellectual
content itself.
First, is there, under all the discrepancies of the creeds,
a common nucleus to which they bear their testimony
unanimously?
And second, ought we to consider the testimony true?
I will take up the first question first, and answer it
immediately in the affirmative. The warring gods and
1

Loc. cit., pp. 571, 572, abridged. See, also, this writer’s extraordinarily
true criticism of the notion that religion primarily seeks to solve the intel
lectual mystery of the world. Compare what W. Bender says (in his
Wesen der Religion, Bonn, 1888, pp. 86, 38): “ Not the question about God,
and not the inquiry into the origin and purpose of the world is religion, but
the question about Man. All religious views of life are anthropocentric.’’
“ Religion is that activity of the human impulse towards self-preservation
by means of which Man seeks to carry his essential vital purposes through
against the adverse pressure of the world by raising himself freely towards
the world’s ordering and governing powers when the limits of his own
strength are reached." The whole book is little more than a development
of these words.
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formulas of the various religious do indeed cancel each
other, but there is a certain uniform deliverance in which
religions all appear to meet. It consists of two parts: —
1. An uneasiness; and
2. Its solution.
1. The uneasiness, reduced to its simplest terms, is a
sense that there is something wrong about us as we
naturally stand.
2. The solution is a sense that we are saved from the
wrongness by making proper connection with the higher
powers.
In those more developed minds which alone we are
studying, the wrongness takes a moral character, and the
salvation takes a mystical tinge. I think we shall keep
well within the limits of what is common to all such
minds if we formulate the essence of their religious ex
perience in terms like these: —
The individual, so far as he suffers from his wrongness
and criticises it, is to that extent consciously beyond it,
and in at least possible touch with something higher, if
anything higher exist. Along with the wrong part there
is thus a better part of him, even though it may be but a
most helpless germ. With which part he should identify
his real being is by no means obvious at this stage; but
when stage 2 (the stage of solution or salvation) arrives,1
the man identifies his real being with the germinal higher
part of himself; and does so in the following way. He
becomes conscious that this higher part is conterminous
and continuous with a more of the same quality, which
is operative in the universe outside of him, and which he
can keep in working touch with, and in a fashion get on
board of and save himself when all his lower being has
gone to pieces in the wreck.
1 Remember that for some men it arrives suddenly, for others gradually,
whilst others again practically enjoy it all their life.
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It seems to me that all the phenomena are accurately
describable in these very simple general terms.1 They
allow for the divided self and the struggle; they involve
the change of personal centre and the surrender of the
lower self; they express the appearance of exteriority
of the helping power and yet account for our sense of
union with it;2 and they fully justify our feelings of
security and joy. There is probably no autobiographic
document, among all those which I have quoted, to
which the description will not well apply. One need
only add such specific details as will adapt it to various
theologies and various personal temperaments, and one
will then have the various experiences reconstructed in
their individual forms.
So far, however, as this analysis goes, the experiences
are only psychological phenomena. They possess, it is
true, enormous biological worth. Spiritual strength really
increases in the subject when he has them, a new life
opens for him, and they seem to him a place of conflux
where the forces of two universes meet; and yet this
may be nothing but his subjective way of feeling things,
a mood of his own fancy, in spite of the effects pro
duced. I now turn to my second question: What is the
objective ‘truth’ of their content?3
The part of the content concerning which the question
1 The practical difficulties are: 1, to ‘realize the reality’ of one’s higher
part; 2, to identify one’s self with it exclusively; and 3, to identify it with
all the rest of ideal being.
2“When mystical activity is at its height, we find consciousness possessed
by the sense of a being at once excessive and identical with the self: great
enough to be God; interior enough to be me. The ‘objectivity’ of it ought
in that case to be called excessivity, rather, or exceedingness.” RÉCÉJAC:
Essai sur les fondements de la conscience mystique, 1897, p. 46.
3The word ‘truth’ is here taken to mean something additional to bare
value for life, although the natural propensity of man is to believe that
whatever has great value for life is thereby certified as true.
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of truth most pertinently arises is that ‘more of the
same quality’ with which our own higher self appears in
the experience to come into harmonious working relation.
Is such a ‘more’ merely our own notion, or does it really
exist? If so, in what shape does it exist? Does it act,
as well as exist? And in what form should we conceive
of that ‘union’ with it of which religious geniuses are so
convinced?
It is in answering these questions that the various theo
logies perform their theoretic work, and that their diver
gencies most come to light. They all agree that the ‘more’
really exists; though some of them hold it to exist in the
shape of a personal god or gods, while others are satis
fied to conceive it as a stream of ideal tendency embedded
in the eternal structure of the world. They all agree,
moreover, that it acts as well as exists, and that some
thing really is effected for the better when you throw your
life into its hands. It is when they treat of the experi
ence of ‘union’ with it that their speculative differences
appear most clearly. Over this point pantheism and
theism, nature and second birth, works and grace and
karma, immortality and reincarnation, rationalism and
mysticism, carry on inveterate disputes.
At the end of my lecture on Philosophy1 I held out
the notion that an impartial science of religions might
sift out from the midst of their discrepancies a common
body of doctrine which she might also formulate in terms
to which physical science need not object. This, I said,
she might adopt as her own reconciling hypothesis, and
recommend it for general belief. I also said that in my
last lecture I should have to try my own hand at framing
such an hypothesis.
The time has now come for this attempt. Who says
1 Above,

p. 455.
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‘hypothesis’ renounces the ambition to be coercive in his
arguments. The most I can do is, accordingly, to offer
something that may fit the facts so easily that your scien
tific logic will find no plausible pretext for vetoing your
impulse to welcome it as true.
The ‘more,’ as we called it, and the meaning of our
‘union’ with it, form the nucleus of our inquiry. Into
what definite description can these words be translated,
and for what definite facts do they stand? It would
never do for us to place ourselves offhand at the posi
tion of a particular theology, the Christian theology, for
example, and proceed immediately to define the ‘more’
as Jehovah, and the ‘union’ as his imputation to us of
the righteousness of Christ. That would be unfair to
other religions, and, from our present standpoint at least,
would be an over-belief.
We must begin by using less particularized terms;
and, since one of the duties of the science of religions
is to keep religion in connection with the rest of science,
we shall do well to seek first of all a way of describing
the ‘more,’ which psychologists may also recognize as
real. The subconscious self is nowadays a well-accredited
psychological entity; and I believe that in it we have
exactly the mediating term required. Apart from all
religious considerations, there is actually and literally
more life in our total soul than we are at any time aware
of. The exploration of the transmarginal field has hardly
yet been seriously undertaken, but what Mr. Myers said
in 1892 in his essay on the Subliminal Consciousness1 is
1Proceedings of the Society for Psychical Research, vol. vii. p. 305. For
a full statement of Mr. Myers's views, I may refer to his posthumous work,
‘Human Personality in the Light of Recent Research,’ which is already an
nounced by Messrs. Longmans, Green & Co. as being in press. Mr. Myers
for the first time proposed as a general psychological problem the explora-
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as true as when it was first written: “Each of us is in
reality an abiding psychical entity far more extensive
than he knows — an individuality which can never express
itself completely through any corporeal manifestation.
The Self manifests through the organism; but there is
always some part of the Self unmanifested; and always,
as it seems, some power of organic expression in abey
ance or reserve.”1 Much of the content of this larger
background against which our conscious being stands out
in relief is insignificant. Imperfect memories, silly jin
gles, inhibitive timidities, ‘dissolutive’ phenomena of vari
ous sorts, as Myers calls them, enter into it for a large
part. But in it many of the performances of genius
seem also to have their origin; and in our study of con
version, of mystical experiences, and of prayer, we have
seen how striking a part invasions from this region play
in the religious life.
Let me then propose, as an hypothesis, that whatever
it may be on its farther side, the ‘more’ with which
in religious experience we feel ourselves connected is on
its hither side the subconscious continuation of our con
scious life. Starting thus with a recognized psycholo
gical fact as our basis, we seem to preserve a contact
with ‘science’ which the ordinary theologian lacks. At
the same time the theologian’s contention that the reli
gious man is moved by an external power is vindicated,
for it is one of the peculiarities of invasions from the
tion of the subliminal region of consciousness throughout its whole extent,
and made the first methodical steps in its topography by treating as a natural
series a mass of subliminal facta hitherto considered only as curious isolated
facts, and subjecting them to a systematized nomenclature. How impor
tant this exploration will prove, future work upon the path which Myers
has opened can alone show. Compare my paper: ‘Frederic Myers’s Ser
vices to Psychology,’ in the said Proceedings, part xlii., May, 1901.
1 Compare the inventory given above on pp. 483-4, and also what is said
of the subconscious self on pp. 233-236, 240-242.
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subconscious region to take on objective appearances,
and to suggest to the Subject an external control. In
the religious life the control is felt as ‘higher’; but
since on our hypothesis it is primarily the higher facul
ties of our own hidden mind which are controlling, the
sense of union with the power beyond us is a sense of
something, not merely apparently, but literally true.
This doorway into the subject seems to me the best
one for a science of religions, for it mediates between a
number of different points of view. Yet it is only a
doorway, and difficulties present themselves as soon as
we step through it, and ask how far our transmarginal
consciousness carries us if we follow it on its remoter
side. Here the over-beliefs begin: here mysticism and
the conversion-rapture and Vedantism and transcendental
idealism bring in their monistic interpretations1 and tell
us that the finite self rejoins the absolute self, for it was
always one with God and identical with the soul of the
world.2 Here the prophets of all the different religions
1Compare

above, pp. 419 ff.
more expression of this belief, to increase the reader’s familiarity
with the notion of it: —
“If this room is fall of darkness for thousands of years, and you come in
and begin to weep and wail, ‘Oh, the darkness,’ will the darkness vanish?
Bring the light in, strike a match, and light comes in a moment So what
good will it do you to think all your lives, ‘Oh, I have done evil, I have
made many mistakes’? It requires no ghost to tell us that. Bring in the
light, and the evil goes in a moment. Strengthen the real nature, build up
yourselves, the effulgent, the resplendent the ever pure, call that up in
every one whom you see. I wish that every one of us had come to such a
state that even when we see the vilest of human beings we can see the God
within, and instead of condemning, say, ‘Rise, thou effulgent One, rise thou
who art always pure, rise thou birthless and deathless, rise almighty, and
manifest your nature.' . . . This is the highest prayer that the Advaita
teaches. This is the one prayer: remembering our nature.” . . . “Why
does man go out to look for a God? . . . It is your own heart beating, and
you did not know, you were mistaking it for something external. He, near
est of the near, my own self, the reality of my own life, my body and my
2One
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come with their visions, voices, raptures, and other open
ings, supposed by each to authenticate his own peculiar
faith.
Those of us who are not personally favored with such
specific revelations must stand outside of them altogether
and, for the present at least, decide that, since they cor
roborate incompatible theological doctrines, they neu
tralize one another and leave no fixed result. If we
follow any one of them, or if we follow philosophical
theory and embrace monistic pantheism on non-mystical
grounds, we do so in the exercise of our individual
freedom, and build out our religion in the way most
congruous with our personal susceptibilities. Among
these susceptibilities intellectual ones play a decisive part.
Although the religious question is primarily a question
of life, of living or not living in the higher union which
opens itself to us as a gift, yet the spiritual excitement in
which the gift appears a real one will often fail to be
aroused in an individual until certain particular intel
lectual beliefs or ideas which, as we say, come home to
him, are touched.1 These ideas will thus be essential to
soul, — I am Thee and Thou art Me. That is your own nature. Assert
it, manifest it Not to become pure, you are pure already. You are not to
be perfect, you are that already. Every good thought which you think or
act upon is simply tearing the veil, as it were, and the purity, the Infinity,
the God behind, manifests itself — the eternal Subject of everything, the
eternal Witness in this universe, your own Self. Knowledge is, as it were, a
lower step, a degradation. We are It already; how to know It?” Swami
Vivekananda: Addresses, No. XII., Practical Vedanta, part iv. pp. 172,
174, London, 1897; and Lectures, The Real and the Apparent Man, p. 24,
abridged.
1 For instance, here is a case where a person exposed from her birth to
Christian ideas had to wait till they came to her clad in spiritistic formulas
before the saving experience set in: —
“For myself I can say that spiritualism has saved me. It was revealed
to me at a critical moment of my life, and without it I don’t know what I
should have done. It has taught me to detach myself from worldly things
and to place my hope in things to come. Through it I have learned to see in
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that individual’s religion; — which is as much as to say
that over-beliefs in various directions are absolutely indis
pensable, and that we should treat them with tenderness
and tolerance so long as they are not intolerant them
selves. As I have elsewhere written, the most interest
ing and valuable things about a man are usually his over
beliefs.
Disregarding the over-beliefs, and confining ourselves
to what is common and generic, we have in the fact that
the conscious person is continuous with a wider self
through which saving experiences come,1 a positive con
tent of religious experience which, it seems to me, is liter
ally and objectively true as far as it goes. If I now
proceed to state my own hypothesis about the farther
limits of this extension of our personality, I shall be
offering my own over-belief — though I know it will
appear a sorry under-belief to some of you — for which
I can only bespeak the same indulgence which in a con
verse case I should accord to yours.
The further limits of our being plunge, it seems to me,
into an altogether other dimension of existence from the
sensible and merely ‘understandable’ world. Name it the
mystical region, or the supernatural region, whichever you
all men, even in those most criminal, even in those from whom I have most
suffered, undeveloped brothers to whom I owed assistance, love, and for
giveness. I have learned that I must lose my temper over nothing, despise
no one, and pray for all. Most of all I have learned to pray! And although
I have still much to learn in this domain, prayer ever brings me more
strength, consolation, and comfort. I feel more than ever that I have only
made a few steps on the long road of progress; but I look at its length
without dismay, for I have confidence that the day will come when all my
efforts shall be rewarded. S0 Spiritualism has a great place in my life, in
deed it holds the first place there.” Flournoy Collection.
1 “The influence of the Holy Spirit, exquisitely called the Comforter, is
a matter of actual experience, as solid a reality as that of electro-magnet
ism.” W. C. Brownell, Scribner's Magazine, vol. xxx. p. 112.
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choose. So far as our ideal impulses originate in this
region (and most of them do originate in it, for we find
them possessing us in a way for which we cannot articu
lately account), we belong to it in a more intimate sense
than that in which we belong to the visible world, for
we belong in the most intimate sense wherever our ideals
belong. Yet the unseen region in question is not merely
ideal, for it produces effects in this world. When we
commune with it, work is actually done upon our finite
personality, for we are turned into new men, and conse
quences in the way of conduct follow in the natural
world upon our regenerative change.1 But that which
produces effects within another reality must be termed
a reality itself, so I feel as if we had no philosophic
excuse for calling the unseen or mystical world un
real.
God is the natural appellation, for us Christians at
least, for the supreme reality, so I will call this higher
part of the universe by the name of God.1 We and God
1 That the transaction of opening ourselves, otherwise called prayer, is a
perfectly definite one for certain persons, appears abundantly in the preced
ing lectures. I append another concrete example to reinforce the impres
sion on the reader’s mind: —
“Man can learn to transcend these limitations [of finite thought] and
draw power and wisdom at will. . . . The divine presence is known through
experience. The turning to a higher plane is a distinct act of consciousness.
It is not a vague, twilight or semi-conscious experience. It is not an ecstasy;
it is not a trance. It is not super-consciousness in the Vedantic sense. It
is not due to self-hypnotization. It is a perfectly calm, sane, sound,
rational, common-sense shifting of consciousness from the phenomena of
sense-perception to the phenomena of seership, from the thought of self to
a distinctively higher realm. . . . For example, if the lower self be nervous,
anxious, tense, one can in a few moments compel it to be calm. This is not
done by a word simply. Again I say, it is not hypnotism. It is by the
exercise of power. One feels the spirit of peace as definitely as heat is
perceived on a hot summer day. The power can be as surely used as the
sun's rays can be focused and made to do work, to set fire to wood.”
The Higher Law, vol. iv. pp. 4, 6, Boston, August, 1901.
2Transcendentalists are fond of the term ‘Over-soul,’ but as a rule they
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have business with each other; and in opening ourselves
to his influence our deepest destiny is fulfilled. The uni
verse, at those parts of it which our personal being con
stitutes, takes a turn genuinely for the worse or for the
better in proportion as each one of us fulfills or evades
God’s demands. As far as this goes I probably have you
with me, for I only translate into schematic language
what I may call the instinctive belief of mankind: God
is real since he produces real effects.
The real effects in question, so far as I have as yet ad
mitted them, are exerted on the personal centres of energy
of the various subjects, but the spontaneous faith of most
of the subjects is that they embrace a wider sphere than
this. Most religious men believe (or ‘know,’ if they be
mystical) that not only they themselves, but the whole
universe of beings to whom the God is present, are secure
in his parental hands. There is a sense, a dimension,
they are sure, in which we are all saved, in spite of the
gates of hell and all adverse terrestrial appearances.
God’s existence is the guarantee of an ideal order that
shall be permanently preserved. This world may indeed,
as science assures us, some day burn up or freeze; but
if it is part of his order, the old ideals are sure to be
brought elsewhere to fruition, so that where God is,
tragedy is only provisional and partial, and shipwreck
and dissolution are not the absolutely final things. Only
when this farther step of faith concerning God is taken,
and remote objective consequences are predicted, does
religion, as it seems to me, get wholly free from the first
immediate subjective experience, and bring a real hypo
thesis into play. A good hypothesis in science must have
use it in an intellectualist sense, as meaning only a medium of communion.
‘God’ is a causal agent as well as a medium of communion, and that is the
aspect which I wish to emphasize.
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other properties than those of the phenomenon it is im

mediately invoked to explain, otherwise it is not prolific
enough. God, meaning only what enters into the reli
gious man’s experience of union, falls short of being an
hypothesis of this more useful order. He needs to enter
into wider cosmic relations in order to justify the subject’s
absolute confidence and peace.
That the God with whom, starting from the hither side
of our own extra-marginal self, we come at its remoter
margin into commerce should be the absolute world-ruler,
is of course a very considerable over-belief. Over-belief
as it is, though, it is an article of almost every one’s
religion. Most of us pretend in some way to prop it upon
our philosophy, but the philosophy itself is really propped
upon this faith. What is this but to say that Religion,
in her fullest exercise of function, is not a mere illumina
tion of facts already elsewhere given, not a mere passion,
like love, which views things in a rosier light. It is indeed
that, as we have seen abundantly. But it is something
more, namely, a postulator of new facts as well. The
world interpreted religiously is not the materialistic world
over again, with an altered expression; it must have, over
and above the altered expression, a natural constitution
different at some point from that which a materialistic
world would have. It must be such that different events
can be expected in it, different conduct must be required.
This thoroughly ‘pragmatic’ view of religion has usu
ally been taken as a matter of course by common men.
They have interpolated divine miracles into the field of
nature, they have built a heaven out beyond the grave.
It is only transcendentalist metaphysicians who think
that, without adding any concrete details to Nature, or
subtracting any, but by simply calling it the expression of
absolute spirit, you make it more divine just as it stands.
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I believe the pragmatic way of taking religion to be the
deeper way. It gives it body as well as soul, it makes it
claim, as everything real must claim, some characteristic
realm of fact as its very own. What the more character
istically divine facts are, apart from the actual inflow of
energy in the faith-state and the prayer-state, I know
not. But the over-belief on which I am ready to make
my personal venture is that they exist. The whole drift
of my education goes to persuade me that the world of
our present consciousness is only one out of many worlds
of consciousness that exist, and that those other worlds
must contain experiences which have a meaning for our
life also; and that although in the main their experi
ences and those of this world keep discrete, yet the two
become continuous at certain points, and higher energies
filter in. By being faithful in my poor measure to this
over-belief, I seem to myself to keep more sane and true.
I can, of course, put myself into the sectarian scientist’s
attitude, and imagine vividly that the world of sensations
and of scientific laws and objects may be all. But when
ever I do this, I hear that inward monitor of which W.
K. Clifford once wrote, whispering the word ‘bosh!’
Humbug is humbug, even though it bear the scientific
name, and the total expression of human experience, as I
view it objectively, invincibly urges me beyond the narrow
‘scientific’ bounds. Assuredly, the real world is of a dif
ferent temperament, — more intricately built than phy
sical science allows. So my objective and my subjective
conscience both hold me to the over-belief which I ex
press. Who knows whether the faithfulness of individ
uals here below to their own poor over-beliefs may not
actually help God in turn to be more effectively faithful
to his own greater tasks?

